The Public Accountants’ and Auditors’ Board is a statutory body established by the Public
Accountants’ and Auditors’ Act No 51 of 1951 (as amended), and is mandated with
regulatory oversight of the accounting and auditing profession in Namibia. The Board
reports to the Minister of Finance.
This report is published in fulfillment of the statutory duty contained in Section 9 (1) of the
PAA Act:
“The board shall in each year, within six months after the close of its financial year, submit
to the Minister a report in regard to its activities during that financial year, together with a
copy of the audited statement of income and expenditure and the balance sheet…”
The report which follows, details the activities of the Board during the 2021 financial year
(1 January – 31 December).

Vision
To be the regulator of the public
accounting and auditing
profession

Mission
To protect the interest of the public and enhance the
investor confidence in Namibia through the provision
of regulatory oversight of the public accounting and
auditing profession in accordance with internationally
recognised standards and processes

Values
Independence
Integrity
Accountability
Objectivity
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AA Bill

Accountants’ and Auditors’ Bill

Refers to the Accountants’ and Auditors’ Bill 2019, meant to repeal the PAA Act.

ACCA

Association of Chartered Certified Accountants

Global professional membership body for Chartered Accountants.

ADCOM

Audit Development Committee

The PAAB Committee responsible for administering the ADP.

ADP

Audit Development Programme

An 18-month specialization programme to qualify professional/chartered accountants as RAA.

AFIAAR

African Forum of Independent Accounting and
Audit Regulators

Membership body for Regulators in the SADC region.

AG

Auditor General

The individual and his office mandated to audit the state revenue fund and report thereon to the National
Assembly.

CA

Chartered Accountant

A qualified professional who has completed Articles of Clerkship and obtained CTA

CPD

Continuous Professional Development

Measured learning to earn or maintain professional credentials.

CTA

Certificate in the Theory of Accounting

A pre-requisite qualification for individuals who wish to become CAs and RAAs.

EDCOM

Education Committee

EXCOM

Executive Committee

FRC

Financial Reporting Council

Regulator of the audit profession in Mauritius.

HCP

Human Capital Plan

Policy document to guide the HR growth of the Regulator.

HOS

Head of Secretariat

PAAB staff member responsible for overseeing the day-to-day operation of the Regulator.

ICAN

Institute of Chartered Accountants of Namibia

The membership body for CAs in Namibia

ICOM

Investigations Committee

The PAAB committee responsible for deliberating on reports of misconduct against RAAs.

IESBA

International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants

An independent global standard-setting board, for Professional Accountants.

IFAC

International Federation of Accountants

The global organization for the accountancy profession, which prescribes standards and guidelines.

IFIAR

International Forum of Independent Audit Regulators

A global member organization comprising independent audit regulators from 55 jurisdictions.

IRBA

Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors

The audit regulatory body of South Africa created in terms of the Auditing Profession Act 26 of 2005

ISA

International Standards on Auditing

Professional standards for the auditing of financial information.

LCOM

Legal Committee

The PAAB committee responsible for considering and making decisions on matters of a legislative nature.

MAFR

Mandatory Audit Firm Rotation

MIn

Manager: Investigations

MI

Material Irregularity

MICOM

Material Irregularity Committee

The PAAB committee responsible for considering MI reports.

MIPA

Mauritius Institute of Professional Accountants

Licensing and membership body for public accountants and tax practitioners in Mauritius.

MIPP

Member In Public Practice

Those auditors registered with PAAB who may sign audit reports.

MMT

Manager: Membership & Training

PAAB staff member responsible for membership and training matters.

MNIPP

Member Not In Public Practice

Those auditors registered with PAAB who may not sign audit reports.

MFA

Manager: Finance & Administration

PAAB staff member responsible for finance, HR, and other operational functions.

OAG

Office of the Auditor General

The team of the AG, housed at 123 Robert Mugabe Avenue, Windhoek.

OHOS

Office of the Head of Secretariat

The PAAB team consisting of the HOS and the EA.

PAA Act

Public Accountants’ and Auditors’ Act

Refers to the Public Accountants’ and Auditors’ Act 51 of 1951, as amended; PAAB’s governing legislation

PAAB

Public Accountants’ and Auditors’ Board

Refers to the statutory body established in terms of the PAA Act, mandated to regulate public accountants
and auditors in Namibia.

PCC

Professional Conduct Committee

The PAAB committee envisioned to deliberate on reports of misconduct by trainee accountants.

PMS

Performance Management System

A human resource process for managing remunerable performance

QAC

Quality Assurance Committee

The PAAB committee responsible for reviewing and approving firm and practitioner quality review reports,
and evaluating reconsideration requests

RAA

Registered Accountant and Auditor

The professional designation used by Registered (external) Auditors, usually written as RAA (NAM).

ROSC

Report on the Observance of Standards and
Codes

A review done by the World Bank, on a country’s financial systems and business health.

SADC

Southern African Development Community

Inter-governmental organization; goal: socio-economic, political, security cooperation among 16 southern
African countries

SAIBA

South African Institute of Business Accountants

South African membership body for business accountants

SAICA

South African Institute of Chartered Accountants

South African membership body for CAs

TCMS

Training Contract Management System

Cloud-based database for the administration of training contracts of trainee accountants

TOPP

Training Outside of Public Practice

The training of CAs in corporate or State environments, as opposed to audit firm environments.

TOR

Terms of Reference

The scope and limitations of a board or committee

The PAAB committee responsible for overseeing membership, the administration of training contracts, the
ADP and other matters relating to PAAB’s education strategy.
The PAAB committee responsible for overseeing Secretariat functions of procurement, policy formulation
and HR.

The practice in some parts of the world, of changing auditors after a certain number of years of continuous
service.
PAAB staff member responsible for conducting investigations into complaints against RAAs, and referring
MI reports to relevant authorities.
Any non-compliance with, or contravention of, legislation, fraud, theft or a breach of a fiduciary duty
(committed by an audit client) identified during an audit.

International Perspective
IFIAR
The International Forum of Independent Audit Regulators (IFIAR) was established in September 2006 by independent audit regulators from 18
jurisdictions. Since its creation, IFIAR’s membership has grown as a result of the establishment of new independent audit regulators in
different jurisdictions around the globe, bringing together independent audit regulators from a total of 52 jurisdictions. IFIAR focuses on the
following activities:

·
·
·

Sharing knowledge of the audit market environment and practical experience of independent audit regulatory activity with a focus on
inspections of auditors and audit firms;
Promoting collaboration and consistency in regulatory activity; and
Providing a platform for dialogue with other international organizations that have an interest in audit quality.

IFIAR became a Member of the Monitoring Group during 2011; the Group oversees audit and accounting related standard setting activities of
the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC), monitors the activities of the Public Interest Oversight Board (PIOB), and convenes to
discuss issues and share views relating to international audit quality and regulatory and market developments having an impact on auditing.
In 2015, IFIAR’s members approved a multilateral framework for information sharing, and the organization is piloting a coordinated,
multijurisdictional audit inspection for gaining a better understanding of group audits. IFIAR also conducts and publishes annual surveys of its
members’ inspection findings.
Based on IFIAR’s 2015-2017 Work Plan, the organization’s key objectives for the next year are:

·
·
·
·

Improving audit quality globally
Implementing IFIAR’s new governance structure and operations
Strengthening IFIAR’s role as the international leader on audit matters
Facilitating learning and cooperation among IFIAR Members

The purpose of independent audit inspections is ultimately to enhance the level of
audit quality. This should in turn increase the public’s confidence in financial
statements, thereby contributing to the more efficient operation of capital markets and
greater investor protection. Improving audit quality remains IFIAR’s most important
objective.

With the world still reeling from the effects of a global pandemic, 2021 was a year still wrought with challenges. PAAB, as the
audit regulator in Namibia, faced its share on the road to recovery.
The biggest challenge which plagues the Regulator is the issue of sustainable funding. The regulator is currently funded by
revenue allocation from the Treasury of which N$2.5 million was allocated for the financial year 2021 and the remainder is
supplemented by fees collected from members. However, due to legal liabilities arising from litigation, the Regulator faced goingconcern risks and required additional funding from Treasury, and this was granted following Board engagement with the Minister
of Finance. To achieve funding sustainability the Board has embarked upon a process of developing a funding model to
maximise revenue collection and identify new sources based on shared cost with beneficiaries of audit regulation. Further,
project funding from donor and international organisations with interest in financial reporting will be considered.
Drafting of the new Accountants and Auditors Bill commenced in 2016, and required intensive consultation with industry,
regulators, and the public. A final Bill was considered by the Board at its last sitting and was scheduled for a final round of
stakeholder engagement during the first quarter of 2022 followed by submission to the Minister. The new Bill seeks to repeal the
current Act, introduce comprehensive regulation of the accounting profession, and provide a modernised regulatory framework.
Further, the Bill once in effect will expand the current mandate and functions of the new Authority and provide for accreditation of
new professional bodies. The Board is confident in the law-making process to advance the draft Bill for tabling in Parliament
during the 2022 financial year.
Though faced with more challenges than I can enumerate here, the staff of the Secretariat once again demonstrated their
res i l i enc e in the execution of PAAB’s mandate. I, therefore, wish to extend a word of appreciation and encouragement to
them, and my gratitude to the Board of Directors for offering the Secretariat team their unwavering guidance and support
throughout the year.

Junias Etuna Kandjeke

Chairperson

Looking back on the year that was, we stand in gratitude of what we have been able to achieve despite difficulties. Our 2021 at
PAAB ended on a high note, for a few different reasons.
A project which has taken up much of our time has been the drafting of the new AA Bill. Two stakeholder engagements and
countless sittings of the LCOM have finally produced a draft which by the end of the year, was ready for a final round of
stakeholder engagement, which is envisioned for early 2022, before submission to the Minister.
The AA Bill brings with it myriad changes to the work of the Regulator. While our mandate will remain the same—that of
regulation—the pool of individuals who will fall under our regulation will vastly increase. This element is addressed by the Human
Capital Plan, which pegs the optimal staff complement of the Regulator at 22. At the end of 2021, Secretariat staff were 9 in
total. While we celebrated the first hiring of the Manager: Inspections, and the permanent appointment of the Finance Intern in
the position of Finance Clerk, we were also slightly apprehensive of the next challenge—office space. Growth, indeed, rarely
happens without some concurrent pains. This will become even more apparent with the planned hiring of the Manager:
Standards in 2022.
With a growing team, it becomes imperative to set in place mechanisms to motivate and measure performance. At the end of
2020 we introduced a performance management system, and 2021 was the pilot year of implementation. The system proved
successful as general staff efficiency saw an improvement and operations became more output driven. In 2022 the performancerelated rewards system will be activated and staff may see their first ever performance bonusses at the end of the year.
As we look ahead to a new year filled with many unknowns, I would like to take the opportunity to thank and commend my
Secretariat team for their consistency and dedication to the mission and mandate of the PAAB.

Zaa Nashandi

Head of Secretariat

The story of the independent audit Regulator began
in 2014 and it has been one of year-on-year growth
and milestone after milestone. The year 2021 was
no different.
Some of the more significant events of the year were
the new additions to the Secretariat team, the
appointment of a new Board member, the
registration of 5 new audit firms, 6 graduates of the
ADP and the first ever performance agreements
signed by staff members.
One of the most anticipated activities in the new year
is the finalization of the AA Bill.

Introduction

Board Membership

The Board and its sub-Committees work to guide the
operations of the PAAB.

The Board had been functioning with one vacancy. In March
2021, the Minister made the final appointment to bring the Board
membership to 10 as per the PAA Act. The new appointment
was Mr Vemunjengua Kavari. Mr Kavari is the GM Finance at
the Social Security Commission and is also the Chairperson of
the ACCA in Namibia. He sits on the PAAB Board as a
representative of Commerce and Industry.
During the year, the first terms of Board members Ms Hilja
Haufiku and Ms Naomi Kafita came to an end. They were
eligible for re-appointment and accepted same when the Minister
made the official re-appointments.

Mr Junias Etuna Kandjeke

Ms Hilja Haufiku

Chairperson of the Board

Vice-Chairperson of the Board
Chairperson of EDCOM
Member of EXCOM, QAC

Mr Sven von Blottnitz
Chairperson of QAC

Ms Graciana Mwenyo
Member of ICOM

Member of EXCOM, ICOM

Ms Naomi Kafita
Chairperson of ICOM

Ms Lorna Celliers
Member of QAC, LCOM

Member of LCOM

Mr John Mandy

Mr Arlington Matenda

Chairperson of LCOM

Member of LCOM

Dr Romanus Kawana
Member of EXCOM, QAC

Mr Vemunjengua Kavari
Board member

AA Bill 2021

Meeting with the Minister
The interaction between the Board and the Minister is partially
provided for under Section 9 of the PAA Act which deals with reports
to the Minister. During the reporting financial year, the Board had
the privilege to meet with the Minister for briefing and discussion on
matters affecting the Regulator. This meeting took place during
December 2021. Among pertinent issues discussed was the
sustainable funding of the Regulator including additional funding
required from the state contingency fund. Overall, the meeting was
successful with ministerial support being confirmed and commitment
being made regarding current and future funding needs of the
Regulator. The meeting agreed to annual briefing sessions with the
Minister and regular engagements with treasury.

(Pictured: the LCOM, assisted by Advocate Adolph Denk [3rd from
right] and Secretariat staff on the last day of internal deliberations on
the AA Bill.)

At the end of 2021, the LCOM had spent considerable time tackling
stakeholder comments received in November 2020. In total, 10
stakeholders had submitted comments following the public call
published in local dailies. Stakeholders included 2 professional
bodies for chartered accountants, 2 professional bodies for
accountants, 4 audit firms and 2 industry regulators. Two principle
issues which stood for deliberation at the end of the year were the
following:
1)

2)

Prior to the establishment of PAAB as an independent
regulator, its operations and the administration of Training
Contracts for Article Clerks (trainee accountants) were
administered by ICAN.
Subsequently, when the PAAB
Secretariat was established in 2014, some functions remained
with ICAN due to capacity issues. The question was whether
these functions should remain with the professional body, or
revert to the Regulator. The Board would deliberate on this
matter at its first meeting in the new year.
A question which had arisen organically was whether the Bill
intended to regulate every single person in Namibia who
offered any accounting and tax services to the public at a
fee (other than people formally employed as accountants
and tax advisors). Since regulation of accountants and tax
practitioners will be achieved through delegated functions to
professional bodies, the administrative functions of regulation
will rest with professional bodies and not the Authority. The bill
further provides for general exemptions for incidental matters
such as exemptions from regulations for certain classes of
practitioners and other regulated professions.

A final round of stakeholder engagement is planned for the first
quarter of 2022 to provide feedback to stakeholders following
invitation for comments in 2020. Once the stakeholder engagement
achieves its objectives, the Bill will be finalised for submission to the
Minister circa June 2022.

Approval of PAAB Marketing Strategy
One long-standing project was the crafting of a marketing strategy
for the Regulator. A challenge still faced on an almost daily basis is
that of the general public, and even people in the accounting and
audit professions, not knowing who the PAAB is or what we do.
Added to that is the confusion that still persists as to the role of the
Regulator and that of ICAN, given the historic connection between
the two bodies. With the shortage of funding, marketing activities
have been kept to a bare minimum; however, with the new
commitment from the Minister, and the Board having approved a
marketing strategy, more effort can be applied to building
awareness of the PAAB.
Funding Model Workshop
A funding model workshop was organized for Board members
during the financial year to consider a draft funding model
document. The purpose of the funding model is to establish
sustainable sources of funding for the regulator, considering the
beneficiaries of accounting and audit regulation (usually other
regulators and end-users of financial statements) and overall
industry contribution. Regulatory funding has evolved over time with
increased emphasis on an independent regulatory environment. For
this independence to be achieved and maintained, a balance must
be reached between membership, government, and other revenue
sources. Therefore, a funding model provides a road map for
sustainable funding.
A final draft funding model is expected to be submitted to the
Minister for consideration and for implementation during 2023.

Strategic Plan 2021—2023
Strategic
Pillar

Strategic
Objective

Key Workplan Activities

Progress

Crafting Regulations under the new AA Act (once in force)
Financial
Sustainability

Achieve Financial
Sustainability

Implement new Funding Model

Funding threshold
established by Minister

Request for funding threshold from Treasury
Stakeholder
Relations

Enhance
Stakeholder
Relations

Administer annual Stakeholder Satisfaction survey
Execute Stakeholder Engagement Plan

18 Stakeholder
engagements

Develop and implement accreditation model for registering professional bodies
Grow the Audit/
Accounting
Profession

Marketing of the ADP
Implementation of the Marketing Strategy

Increased ADP intake

Implementation of the Education Strategy
Migrate the issuing of standards back to the AARA
Regulatory
Oversight

Regulate the
Profession

Conduct cyclical Quality Assurance Reviews
Re-accreditation of professional bodies under current model

15 Quality Assurance
reviews conducted

Optimize the Investigations department
Transform the
Profession

Conduct research into the attractiveness of and ease of entry into the audit profession

Ensure Effective
Governance

Annual review of business processes alignment

Craft Transformation Strategy

Participate in a ROSC Review

Review of business
processes completed

Implement the Human Capital Plan
Purchase a company vehicle
Organizational
Capacity

Capacitate the
PAAB

Secure office space for the AARA
Develop and implement ICT Strategy
Establish research capacity

Strategic Progress
Of the 7 strategic objectives contained in the Strategic Plan, 6 saw significant progress during the year.

2 new staff appointments

Committee Agendas

EDCOM

EXCOM

The Education Committee embarked on conducting a detailed
comparison between the ACCA and CA academic offerings, to
determine what difference, if any, exists between the two programs.
This was done partly to address the issue of ACCA students being
excluded when audit firms recruit Trainee Accountants. This matter
had been addressed previously, where firms were urged to include
both ACCA and CA as requirements for new recruits. However, a
small number of firms still excluded ACCA. These firms were
issued with cautionary letters.

The Executive Committee was seized with approvals of
applications for staff study financing, staff appointments and
another round of staff job descriptions review. Some of the critical
matters on the agenda were the search for new office space,
funding requests to the Minister, approval of the budget and the
review of the Strategic Plan.

Other business on the Committee’s agenda included the normal
membership and firm approvals, approval of Training Office reaccreditations and related matters. The Committee attended an
induction session with Graeme O’Reilly, the SAICA consultant
responsible for Training Officer and Assessor training, to better
understand the re-accreditation methodology and process. One
proficiency interview was conducted to determine the competency
of a membership applicant who had been out of public practice for
more than 5 years. The Committee also dealt with membership
matters of its sub-Committee, ADCOM.
Two interesting matters the Committee had to apply its mind to
were a question of PAAB’s jurisdiction in labour issues between
Trainees and their Training Offices, and a sticky issue of a Training
Officer who had been unduly delaying signing off on the discharge
of his Trainee.

QAC
During the year, the Quality Assurance Committee considered 15
reports of reviews conducted, 1 reconsideration request and 1
referral to the Investigations Department. With the eye on capacity
building in the Inspections department, the Committee approved
the advertising for independent consultants in the new year. These
individuals are meant to form the local pool of reviewers who will
assist the Manager: Inspections on an ad hoc basis.
ICOM
One of the more pertinent matters on the agenda of the
Investigations Committee was the formulation of Terms Of
Reference for the Disciplinary Committee (DISCOM). This new
Committee will deal with all registered auditor disciplinary matters.
LCOM
The Legal Committee focused exclusively on the completion of the
draft AA Bill.

Board and Committee Attendance

Board

EXCOM

Junias Etuna Kandjeke

4/4

4/4

Hilja Haufiku

4/4

4/4

Sven von Blottnitz

4/4

3/4

John Mandy

4/4

Romanus Kawana

4/4

4/4

Naomi Kafita

4/4

4/4

Lorna Celliers

4/4

Graciana Mwenyo

4/4

Arlington Matenda

3/4

Vemunjengua Kavari

4/4

EDCOM

QAC

ICOM

1/1

2/2

LCOM

ADCOM

3/3

5/5
1/1
1/2
0/1

5/5
5/5

2/2
5/5

Kurt Britz

3/3

Retha Cloete *

1/3

Johannes Sheya **

1/3

Janey van Wyk ***

-

Samantha Swartz

3/3

Samuel Ndahangwapo

3/3

Richard Theron

1/3

Emmanuel Milijala

3/3

0/1

1/1

Conville Britz

1/1

Kofi Boamah

1/1

Glenn Guiseb

0/1

Pendukeni Hiwilepo

1/1

Sylvia Matheus

2/2

Theodor Saunderson

2/2

Gertruida Erasmus

2/2

Ramsay McDonald ****

-

Uahoroka Kauta

0/1

Nadrie Lahner

1/1

Willemien Gertze

1/1

Jennifer Hamukwaya

1/1

Edwin Beukes *****

0/1

Committee Tenure
EDCOM

ADCOM

* The second term of Ms Retha Cloete expired during March. She
was therefore not eligible for re-appointment, in terms of the
Committee Terms of Reference.

**** The first term of Mr Ramsay McDonald (Chair) expired during
the year. He however declined re-appointment. Mr Emmanuel
Milijala was appointed as Chair of the Committee.

** Similarly, the second term of Mr Johannes Sheya expired at the
end of the year. He was also not eligible for re-appointment.
Concurrently, his membership of the ADCOM also terminated.

***** Mr Edwin Beukes was also newly appointed at the end of
2020.

*** Ms Janey van Wyk had resigned at the end of 2020, but this
was overlooked in the Annual Report of that year.
With these changes, the year ended with 3 vacancies on the
EDCOM.

With the termination of Mr Sheya’s membership, the Committee
had 1 vacancy at the end of the year.

Introduction
The Head of Secretariat stands at the helm of the operations
of the PAAB. From his office flows direction for all the
functional departments, and is the driving force to achieving
the strategic goals as contained in the Strategic Plan.

Migration of Audit Standards

Zaa Nashandi—Head of Secretariat

The matter regarding the migration of the Standards function from
ICAN has been on the PAAB's strategic radar for some time. This
regulatory function was among functions delegated to the Institute on
the basis of expertise and to allow for gradual migration of functions
back to PAAB as the Regulator built internal capacity. In terms of
the strategic goal, the Board resolved to create and fill the position of
Manager: Standards in 2022 to give impetus to the migration of the
Standards function. The Standards function includes the setting and
adoption/adaptation of accounting and audit standards (whether
these standards are unique to the Namibian jurisdiction or whether
they are set by international standards bodies).

Communication Strategy
With the approval of the first iteration of the PAAB Marketing
Strategy, the need for a Communication Strategy for the Regulator
has also been highlighted. Work on this will commence in 2022.

Leilani M. Riddles—Executive Assistant

Office Space for the PAAB

Stakeholder Engagement

An important activity on the desk of the HOS is the securing of new
office space for the PAAB. The team is currently (since our
establishment in 2014) housed in the Office of the Auditor General.
With the approval and implementation of the Human Capital plan,
which maps the growth of the Regulator, and the with the
concomitant appointment of new staff members during the year, the
current office space has become insufficient to house the growth still
envisioned. Through our line ministry, OHOS approached the
Ministry of Works and Transport to assist in securing office space.
However, since PAAB is not a Government ministry/office or agency,
the request was unsuccessful. The search thus continues; at the
end of the year, there were still no promising prospects.

The Stakeholder Management Plan identified 8 stakeholders which
were key to engage during the year. Of these, 3 were engaged with
the aim to conclude MOUs.
In total for the year, 18 stakeholder engagements were conducted,
as part of the planned program and others by invitation of other
parties. These engagements focused for the most part on marketing
the audit profession, concluding MOUs with fellow regulators,
awareness of the PAAB and the changes anticipated with the new
AA Bill.

Gallery—Stakeholder Engagements

The HOS is pictured right, accompanied by
the Manager: Membership & Training, and
the CEO of the NQA and members of his
team.

The HOS is pictured right, accompanied by
the Manager: Investigations, and the CEO of
the NIPA and members of her team, as well
as members of PAFA.

Stakeholder Engagement Briefs

18 February 2021 – Institute of Chartered Accountants in Namibia (ICAN)
This was the first meeting between the two Secretariats. The agenda covered items pertaining to Trainee- and training contract administration
matters, mutual representation on respective committees, promotion and growth of the audit profession, as well as joint working groups. The
frequency for these meetings was agreed upon to be quarterly, going forward.

1 March 2021 – World Bank
Our intention with engaging the World Bank, is for a ROSC Review to be conducted in Namibia. This Review will be an excellent indicator as
to whether Namibia’s financial regulatory framework is sufficient when compared to world standards. The WB representative we engaged with
informed us however that due to funding restrictions felt the world over, local governments and local funding sources have to be engaged and
committed, as the WB can no longer fully fund the ROSC Review activities in-country.
11 March 2021 – Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA)
This was another “first” of engagements with professional bodies. While the ACCA was accredited by PAAB in 2016, this was the first time
that senior members of the body met with Secretariat, to discuss matters pertaining to the growth of the audit profession in Namibia, and by
extension, the growth and recognition of the ACCA in the Namibian finance and commerce space. Commitment was made for regular engagements.
15 March 2021 – Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors (IRBA)
This discussion was aimed at gauging IRBA’s approach to its accreditation of the ACCA in South Africa, with the eye on accreditation frameworks for accountants once the AA Bill is enacted.

11 May 2021 – Namibia Estate Agents Board (NEAB) 4 induction trainings and Property Practitioners Bill
This engagement was on request from the NEAB, at the occasion of their induction training for new Estate Agents. The intersection of our
respective legislations called for information sharing on who the PAAB is and what our role is in relation to Estate Agents. For the year, 4 induction training sessions were hosted, 2 of them on virtual platforms. Additionally, PAAB was invited as a stakeholder to submit comments on
the new Property Practitioners Bill, which is meant to repeal the Estate Agents Act 112 of 1976 (as amended). Comments from the PAAB
focused mainly on the maintenance of the independence of the new Property Practitioners Authority as well as mechanisms around the inspections process.

21 May 2021 – Mauritius Institute of Public Accountants (MIPA)
This engagement was aimed at establishing the MIPA’s method of regulating public accountants, especially with the eye on comprehensive
regulation of accountants and tax practitioners as contemplated in the AA Bill 2019. In Mauritius, every public accountant is registered with
MIPA, regardless of which service they offer to the public. MIPA has also created a global qualification which is a pre-requisite for all public
accountants. An annual practicing certificate is issued to all members. All Professional Accountants MUST be registered with MIPA in order to
work, they must also be members of a recognized professional body and they must be employed.
1 July 2021 – Namibia Revenue Authority (NamRA)
The discussion with the newly established Revenue Authority centered around the regulation of bookkeepers, accountants and tax practitioners. The Commissioner indicated that NamRA does not have a policy role to play in the regulation of bookkeepers, accountants and tax practitioners in Namibia and thus could not give input into that space. He did however indicate that he has recognized the need for the regulation of
especially tax practitioners, and was very receptive to the idea of concluding a MOU with PAAB.

13 August 2021 – Bank of Namibia
This meeting was called to request assistance from the Bank for the drafting of the PAAB Board Charter. Mr Nel, Director: Banking Supervision, pledged to share information and draft documents.

19 August 2021 – African Forum of Independent Accounting and Audit Regulators (AFIAAR)
This was the first meeting of AFIAAR since the 2020 Covid lockdown. It was aimed at sharing highlights of progress on various country tasks
as well as information sharing. Of particular interest to us was how other jurisdictions have implemented comprehensive regulation as contemplated in the new Bill.

1 September 2021 – Namibia Qualifications Authority (NQA)
This was the first meeting with the NQA which formed part of our official stakeholder engagements. The aim with engaging the NQA was to
start the discussion around the recognition of foreign accounting and audit qualifications, among other matters. The CEO of the NQA was
amenable to concluding a MOU.
6 September 2021 – Namibia Financial Institutions Supervisory Authority (NAMFISA)
This was a follow-up discussion (virtual) on the topic of a MOU between PAAB and Namfisa. Mr Matomola, CEO: NAMFISA, reiterated his
commitment and urged commitment from all parties for the MOU to be signed at the latest in early 2022.

30 September 2021 – National Council for Higher Education (NCHE)
PAAB initiated this meeting, with the purpose of engaging the Council on matters of accounting curricula at tertiary level. The ED of the Council and his team expressed their gratitude that PAAB took the initiative to meet, as they had also carried a misconception of who the PAAB is
and what the Regulator does. The ED further expressed willingness to enter into a MOU with PAAB at a later stage.
1 October 2021 – PAAB / ICAN Secretariat meeting
This meeting formed part of the planned quarterly engagements with the Institute. Matters on the agenda included the protection of the CA
(NAM) designation and training contract administration.

14 October 2021 – Pan-African Federation of Accountants (PAFA) – African Professionalization Initiative
This meeting was initiated by NIPA, in an attempt to spearhead and accelerate the process of professionalization, particularly at the Office of
the Auditor General, but broadly for the purpose of upskilling individuals in the accountancy profession.

Response to Public Interest Matters
Namibia was hit by its biggest corruption scandal when the socalled FishRot case was aired by Al Jazeera in 2019. As would
happen in any case where allegations of misappropriated funds
arise, the question in the mind of the public turned to the role of the
accountants or auditors involved. As the regulator of external
auditors in Namibia, PAAB was approached, through the OHOS, to
comment generally on the role of auditors in cases such as this.
Here follows a transcript of a telephonic interview conducted by
Eagle FM with Mr Nashandi regarding this matter.

With the exposition of a web of corruption and thievery at Fishcor,
does it come as a surprise and does it concern you that the
information about Fishcor only came a little late from the responsible
audit firm?
Kelvin, thank you for inviting us to the people’s radio and it is always a
pleasure to engage the public on matters related to the mandate of the
Public Accountants and Auditors Board.
Kelvin, I will do injustice if I do not provide some bit of background to your
viewers about the Board that I represent. The PAAB was established by
an act of parliament no. 51 of 1951 (about 70 years) ago to regulate
auditors under a self-regulation model. Since the proclamation of the
aforesaid report the Board had never had its own secretariat and was
rather administered by a membership body until 2014. By directive of the
then Minister of Finance, Madam Sara Kuugongelwa-Amadhila, the Board
was directed to set up an independent secretariat and start the process of
drafting a new bill to repeal the 1951 law.
Now to answer your question, it does not come to us as a surprise and it
was experience/scandals from the past that informed the decision of Audit
regulators to move away from self-regulation of auditors to a new model
of Independent regulation. The particular matter under discussion may
become sub judice and I may not be at liberty to discuss some of the finer
details. However, in terms of section 26 (3) of the PAA Act, ‘’ if any person
acting in the capacity of an auditor to any undertaking/company is
satisfied or has reason to believe that in the conduct of the affairs of such
an undertaking a material irregularity has taken place or is taking place
which has caused or is likely to cause financial loss… report to
management ..within 30 days if such a material irregularity is not
resolved ..report to Board…. In terms of section 26(3)..may disclose to
any attorney general or any office in the public service or any member or
creditor.

What exactly is the role of auditors where crime is suspected to have
been committed?
This question may be answered with context. The International Standard
on Auditing:( ISA 240)- The Auditor’s Responsibilities Relating to Fraud in
an Audit of Financial Statements is the appropriate standard for use in the
circumstances you are alluding to. Below are relevant extracts from ISA
240.
Characteristics of Fraud
Misstatements in the financial statements can arise from either fraud or
error. The distinguishing factor between fraud and error is whether the
underlying action that results in the misstatement of the financial
statements is intentional or unintentional.

Although fraud is a broad legal concept, for the purposes of the
International Standards on Auditing, the auditor is concerned with fraud
that causes a material misstatement in the financial statements. Two
types of intentional misstatements are relevant to the auditor –
misstatements resulting from fraudulent financial reporting and
misstatements resulting from misappropriation of assets. Although the
auditor may suspect or, in rare cases, identify the occurrence of fraud, the
auditor does not make legal determinations of whether fraud has actually
occurred.
Responsibility for the Prevention and Detection of Fraud
The primary responsibility for the prevention and detection of fraud rests
with both those charged with governance of the entity and management. It
is important that management, with the oversight of those charged with
governance, place a strong emphasis on fraud prevention, which may
reduce opportunities for fraud to take place, and fraud deterrence, which
could persuade individuals not to commit fraud because of the likelihood
of detection and punishment. This involves a commitment to creating a
culture of honesty and ethical behaviour which can be reinforced by an
active oversight by those charged with governance. Oversight by those
charged with governance includes considering the potential for override of
controls or other inappropriate influence over the financial reporting
process, such as efforts by management to manage earnings in order to
influence the perceptions of analysts as to the entity’s performance and
profitability.
Responsibilities of the Auditor
An auditor conducting an audit in accordance with ISAs is responsible for
obtaining reasonable assurance that the financial statements taken as a
whole are free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or
error. Owing to the inherent limitations of an audit, there is an unavoidable
risk that some material misstatements of the financial statements may not
be detected, even though the audit is properly planned and performed in
accordance with the ISAs.
As described in ISA 200, the potential effects of inherent limitations are
particularly significant in the case of misstatement resulting from fraud.
The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is
higher than the risk of not detecting one resulting from error. This is
because fraud may involve sophisticated and carefully organized schemes
designed to conceal it, such as forgery, deliberate failure to record
transactions, or intentional misrepresentations being made to the auditor.
Such attempts at concealment may be even more difficult to detect when
accompanied by collusion. Collusion may cause the auditor to believe
that audit evidence is persuasive when it is, in fact, false. 7.The auditor’s
ability to detect a fraud depends on factors such as the skillfulness of the
perpetrator, the frequency and extent of manipulation, the degree of
collusion involved, the relative size of individual amounts manipulated,
and the seniority of those individuals involved. While the auditor may be
able to identify potential opportunities for fraud to be perpetrated, it is
difficult for the auditor to determine whether misstatements in judgment
areas such as accounting estimates are caused by fraud or error.
Furthermore, the risk of the auditor not detecting a material misstatement
resulting from management fraud is greater than for employee fraud,
because management is frequently in a position to directly or indirectly
manipulate accounting records, present fraudulent financial information or
override control procedures designed to prevent similar frauds by other
employees.

When obtaining reasonable assurance, the auditor is responsible for
maintaining professional skepticism throughout the audit, considering the
potential for management override of controls and recognizing the fact
that audit procedures that are effective for detecting error may not be
effective in detecting fraud. The requirements in this ISA are designed to
assist the auditor in identifying and assessing the risks of material
misstatement due to fraud and in designing procedures to detect such
misstatement.
When an auditor detects fraud, he or she should always consider the
implications for other aspects of the audit. If the resulting misstatement is
not material to the financial statements, the auditor should refer the
matter to an appropriate level of management at least one level above
those involved. For fraud that has a material effect on the financial
statements, the auditor should discuss the matter and any further
investigation with an appropriate level of management, determine its
effect on the financial statements and the auditors report, report it directly
to the audit committee and suggest the client consult legal counsel.

The International Standard on Auditing:( ISA 250)- Consideration of Laws
and Regulations in an Audit of Financial Statements also applies as
follows:
Responsibility for Compliance with Laws and Regulations

It is the responsibility of management, with the oversight of those charged
with governance, to ensure that the entity’s operations are conducted in
accordance with the provisions of laws and regulations, including
compliance with the provisions of laws and regulations that determine the
reported amounts and disclosures in an entity’s financial statements.

override of controls or intentional misrepresentations being made to the
auditor.
• Whether an act constitutes non-compliance is ultimately a matter for
legal determination by a court of law. Ordinarily, the further removed noncompliance is from the events and transactions reflected in the financial
statements, the less likely the auditor is to become aware of it or to
recognize the non-compliance.

Any of the above may lead to a material irregularity which the auditor then
reports to the Public Accountants and Auditors Board in line with section
26(3) of the aforesaid Act.

The audit firm has reportedly indicated that they were misled by the
former fisheries minister who said the money from Fishcor funded
government objectives, is this possible?
The Act talks about the person in charge of the undertaking, there is no
reference to a Minister or Politician. As I said this matter might become
sub-judice and it may not be prudent of me to respond to some specifics.

The auditing firm cannot disclose how they failed to detect some
missing millions from Fishcor citing client confidentiality, is this
concept cast in stone?
Yes, the audit firm is correct in terms of client confidentiality. However,
and should the matter become a subject of investigation; the applicable
laws/regulations will require full disclosure by the specific auditor.

Responsibility of the Auditor
Can you say that the auditors were quite late to flag suspicious
activities at Fishcor?
The requirements in this ISA are designed to assist the auditor in
identifying material misstatement of the financial statements due to noncompliance with laws and regulations. However, the auditor is not
responsible for preventing non-compliance and cannot be expected to
detect noncompliance with all laws and regulations.
The auditor is responsible for obtaining reasonable assurance that the
financial statements, taken as a whole, are free from material
misstatement, whether caused by fraud or error. In conducting an audit of
financial statements, the auditor takes into account the applicable legal
and regulatory framework. Owing to the inherent limitations of an audit,
there is an unavoidable risk that some material misstatements in the
financial statements may not be detected, even though the audit is
properly planned and performed in accordance with the ISAs.
In the context of laws and regulations, the potential effects of inherent
limitations on the auditor’s ability to detect material misstatements are
greater for such reasons as the following:
• There are many laws and regulations, relating principally to the
operating aspects of an entity, that typically do not affect the financial
statements and are not captured by the entity’s information systems
relevant to financial reporting.
• Non-compliance may involve conduct designed to conceal it, such as
collusion, forgery, deliberate failure to record transactions, management

In terms of the information that is before us, YES, the auditor was late in
complying with Section 26 (3) of the PAA Act.

What is the responsibility of PAAB in this whole grand scheme of
things?
The PAAB must investigate the conduct of an auditor once such
complaint has come to our attention. The purpose of investigation is to
ascertain whether the Auditor was negligent or was an accomplice. Once
confirmed true, sanctions such as fining the practitioner as per prescribed
fines or deregistering such a practitioner from practising may apply.

Introduction
The Membership & Training department is responsible for all
matters relating to trainee accountants (Article Clerks),
membership (RAAs) and the Audit Development Program
(ADP).

CA / ACCA
In November 2020, the Board approved the CA/ACCA document
whose aim was to share information on the ACCA and how it fits
into the Articles training program. There was a lot of misconception
when it came to the ACCA, and the Board felt it necessary to inform
the Training Offices on the professional body. This was done
virtually or in person at our training offices.
A student studying for the ACCA Applied Knowledge
examinations will obtain a 5 year PAAB training contract
A student studying for the ACCA Applied Skills examinations
will obtain a 4 year PAAB training contract
A student studying for the ACCA Strategic Professional
examinations will obtain a 3 year PAAB training contract

Monica Kaisi-Festus—Manager: Membership & Training

Similarities: The South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA)
rates the ACCA Programme as NQF Level 8 which is the same as
the CTA Programme, meaning there is no significant difference
between the academics of the 2 professional bodies (ACCA and
ICAN). Both professional bodies are internationally recognised and
are members of IFAC.
One thing that was emphasized during the presentation was that
though the ACCA structure might seem easier due to the fact that
there are only 13 exams and more opportunities to sit for the exams
depending on student’s readiness, these exams are equally as
challenging as the CA route.
When matched to the PAAB Competency Framework, the essential
performance objectives under ACCA mirror those of CA, with the
manner of documenting evidence being the only difference.
However, it was resolved that both ACCA and CA trainees will have
to complete the assessment documents as required by the
Competency Framework, as we believe this is the best way to have
continuous assessment of trainees during their training contract.
In addition to the information sharing on the ACCA, we also took
the opportunity to highlight key sections in the Training Regulations
as well as the Audit Development Programme.

Naveuye Hamutumua—Administrative Officer

Membership Statistics

Membership Statistics continued

Audit Development Program

During the year, 5 new firms were registered:

The ADP saw very welcome progress as 6 candidates had
been assessed as competent by year-end. These 6 have
since registered for membership and all of them have either
assumed the role of audit manager in existing firms, or have
set up their own firms.

¨

Ubuntu Registered Accountants and Auditors

¨

LHN Registered Accountants and Auditors

¨

SML Namibia Registered Accountants and Auditors

¨

Umoja Assurance Registered Accountants and Auditors

¨

Primrose Registered Accountants and Auditors

The complete list of registered audit firms can be found later in this
section.

Trainee Statistics
At year-end, the total number of Trainees stood at 344, with
demographics as indicated in the accompanying charts.
Two thirds of Trainees were training in 5 firms with the following
breakdown:
PwC – 65 (19% of total trainees)
Deloitte – 63 (18% of total trainees)
SGA – 43 (12.5% of total trainees)
EY – 35 (10% of total trainees)
CRVW – 24 (7% of total trainees)
The balance of Trainees are divided between 12 other training offices.
The total number of training offices stood at 17, with one audit firm
having gone through the accreditation process and is awaiting final
approval as a training office in 2022.

At year-end there were 25 registered candidate auditors
(RCAs) on the program; 6 of these are anticipated to be
assessed in the first half of 2022.

-

Marketing the Audit Profession

NUST Accounting Society (NUSTAS)
This was an engagement requested by the NUST Accounting
Society. The presentation shared with the Council members
covered a general introduction to the PAAB as well as a more indepth look at the path to becoming a RAA (NAM), including the
ACCA/ICAN academic routes. The session was also live-streamed
to accounting students not in face-to-face attendance.
We intend to engage the Society through events on its social
calendar, as well as through a PAAB-hosted peer wellness program.

High School and Firm Visits
The Membership & Training Department also conducted firm visits for the promotion of the ADP, and high schools for the promotion of the CA/
ACCA careers.

Trainee Accountant Engagements
Secretariat has long realized the need for regular engagement with Trainees. This has been made starkly clear by the observation that
Trainees (especially 1st years) do not know the PAAB or that we are there to assist them. This year, the MMT and AO have made concerted
efforts to engage Trainees both on virtual platforms and in face-to-face engagements. Information shared in these sessions cover a general
introduction of the PAAB, the Training Regulations, the ACCA/ICAN academic routes and the ADP.
Separate engagements were scheduled with the Training Officers to address matters of Training Regulations, Accreditations and the TCMS.

UNAM Accounting Society (UNAS)
We have established regular communication with the UNAS Council, following their initial outreach to PAAB in 2018. At the February
engagement, we shared more detail about the path to becoming a RAA (NAM) as well as plans to develop a PAAB-hosted peer wellness
program for students. Further engagement will be guided by the Society’s events calendar.
PAAB features in an induction video for 1st-year accounting students, and we will participate in the 2021 UNAM Career Fair.

Pictured top row left to right:
Ms Luhle Ncube, Managing Partner of own audit firm
Ms Ortrun Diener, Audit Manager at Grant Thornton Neuhaus
Mr Jeremiah Amwaalwa, Audit Partner at Grant Thornton Neuhaus

Pictured bottom row left to right:
Ms Rosa Mungandjera, Managing Partner of own audit firm
Mr PieterJansen van Vuuren, Audit Partner at Grant Thornton Neuhaus
Ms Nelda Theron, Audit Manager at SGA Chartered Accountants & Auditors

Audit development programme

The Audit Development Program (ADP) is an 18-month
specialization for professional accountants who wish to
register and practice as auditors in Namibia. In 2021, six (6)
individuals graduated from the program and have gone on
to pursue promising careers in audit as well as commerce
and industry.
We wish these new auditors all the best in their careers, and
thank them for helping us to grow this profession in
Namibia.

List of Registered Audit Firms
The list below contains the names and contact details of all registered
Audit firms in Namibia, including the names of the respective
managing partners. At the end of 2021, a total of 61 firms were on
the roster.
(For completeness and public consumption, the names of firms
registered in the first half of 2022—the date this report was
published— were added to the list.)

Name

Surname

Email

FIRM / COMPANY

Lawrence

Robson

lrobson@iway.na;
lawrencerobson07@gmail.com

Lawrence Robson Chartered Accountants

Johannes

Mostert

mm@mtcmobile.com.na

Mostert, Landgrebe Chartered Accountants

Andre

Welzig

Andy.Welzig@na.gt.com

Grant Thornton Neuhaus

Charl

Celliers

charl@bdo.com

BDO

Johan

Visser

office@binvis.com; jbv61@yahoo.com

Binneman Visser

Albert

Hoek

choek@nellhoek.com.na

Nellhoek Audit

Chantell

Husselmann

chantell.husselmann@na.pwc.com

PwC

Ramsay

McDonald

rmcdonald@deloitte.co.za

Deloitte

Jaco

Coetzee

Jaco.Coetzee@na..ey.com

Ernst & Young

Carolien

Matthee

cmatthee@sga-na.com

SGA Chartered Accountants & Auditors

Richard

Theron

rtheron@grandnamibia.com

Grand Namibia

Richard

Theron

rtheron@grandnamibia.com

SNG Namibia

Adriaan

Kotze

adriaan@crvanwyk.com

CR Van Wyk & Company

Edingtone

Tafirenyika

etafirenyika@acsec.com.na

Saunderson & Co

Bernhardt

Vente

bvente@svanam.com

Stier Vente & Associates

Jacobus

Hamilton

jcham@hamiltonpartners.com.na

Hamilton & Partners

Andrew

Jamieson

jamiesonassociates@ongurukena.com

Jamieson & Associates

Johannes

Heyns

wikus@mulyns.com

Mulyns

Edwin

Beukes

beukese@harmoniacc.com.na

EDB & Associates

Barend

Mouton

reception@benmouton.com

Ben Mouton Chartered Accountants

Jeanine

Du Toit

jdt@pkf-fcs.com

PKF/FCS Chartered Accountants

Robert

Grant

robertgrant@kpmg.com

KPMG

Marlette

Coffee-Lind

marlette@mclca.com

MCL & Associates Chartered Accountants

Immanuel

Awene

immanuel_awene@yahoo.com

Mawila Registered Accountants and Auditors (formerly
Immanuel Awene Chartered Accountants)

Nicolaas

Tromp

nick.tromp@outlook.com

N C Tromp Chartered Accountants

Micheal

Gotore

mgotore@gmail.com

MMG Global

Taruvinga

Machaya

taruvinga@macassociates.com.na

Mac & Associates

Ndeuhala

Katonyala

ndeuhala@katonyala-ca.com

Katonyala & Co Chartered Accountants

Jonas

Lungameni

jtlungameni@gmail.com

Ngeipo Registered Accountants & Auditors

Dorethy

Smit

debbie@aurora.com.na

Aurora Registered Accountants and Auditors

Wouter

Van Wijk

wvw@wbm.com.na

WBM Chartered Accountants

Name

Surname

Email

FIRM / COMPANY

Enadi

Glen-Spyron

enadigs@gmail.com

EGS Chartered Accountants

Daniel

Van Den Berg

danielvdberg@me.com

Van Den Berg & Associates

Donovan

Pokolo

donovan@dcs.com.na

DCS Registered Accountants & Auditors

Tafadzwa

Mashozhera

t_mashozhera@yahoo.com

Strategis Registered Accountants & Auditors

Patrick

Taziwa

patrick@taziwa.com

Taziwa Consulting Registered Accountants and Auditors

Johannes

Sheya

jsheya@gmail.com

Ondeya Registered Accountants & Auditors

Faniel

Kisting

faniel@kisting.com

Kisting Consulting

Alwyn

Maass

info@integritas.com.na

Integritas Registered Accountants & Auditors

Tanja

Espag

tanja.espag@gmail.com

Tanja Espag Registered Accountants and Auditors

Seretta

Lombaard

serettal@iway.na

S Lombaard Registered Accountants & Auditors

Christine

Van Der Merve

christine@cvm.com.na

CVM Financial Services

Pietronella

Fuls

petrie@accura.com.na

Accura Registered Accountants & Auditors (formerly Evolve
Tsumeb)

Daniel

Kotze

daniel@evolve.com.na

Evolve Swakopmund

Willem

Boshoff

fm@veritas.com.na

WHB Registered Accountants and Auditors

Saima

Kadhepa

mahevo@gmail.com

MaSaKa Registered Accountants and Auditors

Susara

Potgieter

suretpotgieternam@gmail.com

Potgieter & Associates

Albany

Sithole

albany@wright.com.na;
edgar@wright.com.na

Wright Registered Accountants & Auditors

Ndapandula

Tshitayi

n.tshitayi@nored.com.na

NT Consulting Registered Accountants & Auditors

Silvia

Rosado

SR.Rosado.Associates@gmail.com

Rosado & Associates Registered Accountants and Auditors

Romanus

Gustav

romanus@vitalfinancial-consulting.com

Vital Assurance Registered Auditors and Accountants

Adell

Wilken

adell.wilken@gmail.com

VAST Accounting and Auditing

Carl

van der Merwe

carlvdm13@gmail.com

AccuCalc Registered Accountants and Auditors

Peter

Hiwilepo

phiwilepo@gmail.com

PPGMH Registered Accountants and Auditors

Jerome

Thobias

jthobias@icloud.com

Blackbridge Registered Accountants and Auditors

Philip

Van Schalkwyk

philip@omniafrica.net

Cecil Kilpin (Namibia) Registered Accountants and Auditors

Martin

Shaanika

mshaanika@namforce.com.na

Ubuntu Registered Accountants and Auditors

Luhle

Ncube

lncube002@gmail.com

LHN Registered Accountants and Auditors

Martin

Mostert

martin@mlcaa.com

SML Namibia Registered Accountants and Auditors

Efraim

Nkoshi

efraim@zaqfinance.com

Umoja Assurance Registered Accountants and Auditors

Andrew

Campbell

acampbell@pfcscc.com

Primrose Registered Accountants and Auditors

Tatenda

Nyamutanba

inspirecanam@gmail.com

Inspire registered accountants and auditors

Rosa

Mungandjera

RMungandjera@oldmutual.com

Cactus registered accountants and auditors

Introduction
As part of its mandate contained in Section 2 of the PAA Act,
PAAB performed audit quality inspections during the 2021
reporting period, results of which are presented here. The
inspection results contained in this report only relate to the
inspection reports considered and evaluated by the PAAB’s
Quality Assurance Committee (QAC) during the 2021
reporting period.
This report highlights, among other
information, the review types performed, the number and
examples of high-risk findings identified per review type and
inspection theme, as well as respective comparative
information for the immediately preceding reporting period.

Elijah Mafanire—Manager: Inspections
Elijah is the newest member of the PAAB team, having taken up
office on 12 July 2021. He is a qualified Chartered Accountant with
more than 7 years’ experience in the field of audit.

Inspection Objectives
The ultimate objective of quality assurance inspections is to protect
the financial interests of the general public through the effective and
appropriate regulation of audits conducted by RAAs, in accordance
with internationally recognized professional standards and
processes. Concurrently, quality assurance inspections are aimed at
stimulating and promoting continuous improvement in audit quality
by regulated firms and practitioners through interrogation of the
firms’ systems of quality control and the monitoring of engagement
files for compliance with professional standards and applicable
regulation and legislation.
Inspection Approach
The PAAB has adopted a combination of risk– and sample-based
inspections approaches.
Risk-based approach
Based on the information submitted by firms and practitioners as a
way of complying with mandatory annual declaration requirements,
the PAAB identifies and evaluates inherent and other risk factors
specific to firms and engagement files. Conclusions are then drawn
as to whether or not specific firms and engagement files should be
classified as high-risk. It is these high-risk firms and engagement
files that the PAAB selects for quality assurance reviews.
The risk-based approach is internationally recognized and regarded
as the most suitable approach. It is also in line with the International
Forum of Independent Audit Regulators’ (“IFIAR”) Core Principle 9
that requires audit regulators to have risk-based inspection
programs in place. The approach helps in boosting and maintaining
public confidence in the opinions expressed and assurance work
performed by RAAs on high-risk engagements like Public Interest
Entities (“PIEs”) for example.

Section 8 of the PAAB Quality Assurance Methodology defines high
-risk entities as:
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

Listed entities, and subsidiaries of listed entities
State owned entities
Banks
Insurance companies
Collective investment schemes
Pensions funds, retirement funds and provident funds
Medical schemes
Co-operatives
Tertiary education institutions

Firms with client portfolios made up of any of the above-listed
entities may be regarded as high-risk firms when considered and
evaluated in light of other risk factors.
Sample-based approach
In the absence of inherent and other risk factors specific to
particular firms and engagement files, the PAAB adopts a samplebased approach to inspections. This approach follows that a
representative sample of the firm’s assurance work is singled out for
inspection based on non-risk factors like assurance fees, nature and
size of the engagement files involved etc.
This approach seeks to compensate for firms and engagement files
that do not meet the “high-risk” definition and ensures that such
firms and engagement files are subjected to quality assurance
inspections as well, hence ensuring a level playing field.

Inspection Cycles

Year-on-year Inspections Comparison

The PAAB’s quality inspections program is performed in 3-year
cycles, ensuring that each and every firm and engagement
practitioner undergoes an inspection at least once every 3 years.
Under normal circumstances a firm or engagement practitioner only
gets inspected once every 3 years. These are instances where a
firm or engagement practitioner achieves a satisfactory result upon
an initial inspection in a given 3-year cycle.

In 2021 a total of 15 combined inspections were performed, of which
only 7 achieved a satisfactory outcome, resulting in a combined pass
rate of 46.7%. This result is indicative of deteriorating performance
when benchmarked against the combined pass rate of 88.9%
recorded during 2020 inspections.

However, there may be circumstances in which a firm or
engagement practitioner gets inspected more than once in a given
single 3-year cycle due to unsatisfactory outcomes. Affected firms
and practitioners will then be subjected to a re-inspection exercise in
the subsequent calendar year. The process recurs until a
satisfactory inspection result is attained, subject to a maximum of
two re-inspections. If after two consecutive re-inspections the firm or
engagement practitioner fails to achieve a satisfactory result, the
QAC will refer such firm or engagement practitioner to the PAAB’s
Investigation Committee (“ICOM”). Referral to the ICOM may also
be done after the first re-inspection, provided that a firm or
engagement practitioner has recurring high-risk finding/s from the
initial inspection.

Of the 15 combined inspections performed 10 related to engagement
file and the remaining 5 related to audit firm inspections. The
respective split pass rates for the engagement file and audit firm
inspections were 40% and 60%, which also indicated a declining
trend when compared to the previous year’s split pass rates of
83.3% and 100% respectively.
Due to the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic, the PAAB reduced its
inspections activities, particularly during the 2020/21 periods,
resulting in an unprecedented backlog. The PAAB is making every
effort to ensure that the backlog gets cleared within the current cycle
of inspections (2021 – 2023).
Table 1 below presents the comparison of completed inspections
conducted in 2020 and 2021, the reports of which had been
considered by the QAC.
Table 2 below presents the total inspections activities for 2021 and
the planning for the remainder of the 2021—2023 period.

2021

2020

No. of audit
firm
inspections
performed

No. of
engagement
file
inspections
performed

Total
combined
inspections
performed

No. of audit
firm
inspections
performed

No. of
engagement
file
inspections
performed

Total
combined
inspections
performed

Total inspections performed*

5

10

15

3

6

9

Inspections rated
satisfactory*

3

4

7

3

5

8

Inspections rated
unsatisfactory*

2

6

8

0

1

1

Pass rate (%)

60%

40%

46.7%

100%

83.3%

88.9%

Fail rate (%)

40%

60%

53.3%

0%

16.7%

11.1%

Total (%)

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Table 1

Current inspections cycle (2021 – 2023)
Already inspected

Firms
8

Practitioners
16

Total
24*

Due, but not yet inspected

37

52

89

Due for inspection within the next two years

16

41

57

Total records: Inspections department

61

109

170

Total records: Membership & Training department

61

109

170

-

-

-

Variance
Table 2

* The total number of inspections conducted during 2021 was 24; however due to timing, only 15 of these reports were tabled at QAC. The
remaining 9 will be considered during 2022.

High-risk Findings: Firm Inspections

Inspection theme

Inspection theme sub-category
Failure to establish and/or implement policies and procedures
regarding Consultations.
Failure to establish and/or implement policies and procedures
regarding Engagement Quality Control Reviews (“EQCR”).

Engagement
Performance

Failure to establish and/or implement policies and procedures
regarding Differences of Opinion.
Failure to establish and/or implement policies and procedures
regarding Completion of the assembly of final engagement
files.
Failure to establish and/or implement policies and procedures for
the maintenance of Confidentiality, Safe custody, Integrity,
Accessibility and Retrievability of engagement documentation.
Failure to establish and/or implement policies and procedures for
the Retention of engagement documentation.
Failure to establish and/or implement policies and procedures on
Monitoring the firm’s system of quality control.

Monitoring

Failure to establish and/or implement policies and procedures on
the Evaluation, Communication and Remedying of Identified
Deficiencies in the monitoring process.
Failure to establish and/or implement policies and procedures to
deal with Complaints and Allegations.

Ethical
Requirements

Firm personnel not complying with annual independence
declaration requirements.
Failure by firms to adopt the International Ethics Standards Board
for Accountants (“IESBA”) Code of Ethics.
Failure by firms to:
Adopt the Public Interest Entity (“PIE”) definition.

Client Acceptance
and Continuance

Ref
ISQC
1.34
ISQC
1.35
to
1.42
ISQC
1.43

No. of
findings
2

4
2

ISQC
1.45

2

ISQC
1.46

1

ISQC
1.47
ISQC
1.48
ISQC
1.49
to
1.53
ISQC
1.55
ISQC
1.24
ISQC
1.20
ICAN
Circular
2021/04

1

2

4

2
1
2

2

IESBA
Code

Leadership
Responsibilities

Human Resources

Failure by firms to establish and/or implement a system of quality
control that includes policies and procedures aimed at
addressing the following elements:
Leadership responsibilities for quality within the
firm
Relevant ethical requirements
Acceptance and continuance of client relationships and
specific engagements
Human resources
Engagement performance
Monitoring.
Failure by a RAA to comply with Continuous Professional
Development (“CPD”) requirements.

ISQC
1.16
1.17

2

ICAN
CPD
Policy
1

High-risk Findings: Engagement File Inspections

Inspection theme

Inspection theme sub-category
The content of the audit reports issued by practitioners
not in line with ICAN revised publications following
amendments to the IESBA Code of Ethics.

Ref

No. of
findings

ICAN Circulars

3

ISA 700 (Revised)

2

Applicable
Accounting
Framework

3

Applicable
Accounting
Framework

1

Audit Report
The content of the audit reports issued by practitioners
for group engagements was not appropriate for
group audit reports.
Non-disclosures in the AFS, contrary to the applicable
accounting frameworks’ disclosure requirements.
Adequacy of Annual
Financial Statements and
Disclosures

Ethics and Independence
Risk Assessment and
Response
PPE/Investment Property
Pre-engagement/Planning
Going Concern

Journals
Auditor’s own Compliance
with Laws and Regulation

Material inconsistencies between amounts disclosed in
the primary financial statements and the
respective amounts disclosed in the notes.

Failure by practitioners to document the relevant and/
or appropriate safeguards put in place to eliminate
and/or reduce the self-review threats to
independence resulting from practitioners’ review
of financial statements for which they were
responsible for preparing.
Failure by practitioners to identify and/or respond to
presumed significant risks.

IESBA Code of
Ethics

3

ISA 240

2

Lack of documented evidence to support the
reasonability of PPE useful lives and residual
values applied by management.
Overall materiality and performance materiality set at
the same level.

IAS 16

2

ISA 320

1

No documented evidence in the engagement file to
support the entity’s going concern.

ISA 570

1

ISA 240

1

ISA 250

1

No documented evidence in the engagement file to
support the verification of material journals
entries.
Non-consideration of a possible Material Irregularity
(“MI”) resulting from a material non-compliance
with the provision of the applicable laws and
regulations.

Conclusion
Overall, the 2021 results have shown a declining trend compared to prior year. At least one of the following factors explains why the current
year’s performance deteriorated from prior year, taking the number of inspection findings and pass rates into account:
¨

¨
¨

There is a direct correlation between the number of audit quality inspections performed and the resulting number of inspection findings
raised. A reduced number of inspections was performed during the 2020 reporting period due to stricter Covid-19 restrictions, hence a
lesser number of inspection findings were raised during the respective period compared to the 2021 reporting period.
All inspections performed in 2020 were re-inspections, hence the chances of unsatisfactory outcomes were very minimal since audit firms
and audit practitioners had enough time to address any deficiencies noted during the previous inspection sessions.
More than 50% of inspections performed in the 2021 reporting period were initial inspections as opposed to re-inspections, hence the
probability of audit firms and audit practitioners not attaining satisfactory outcomes was quite high unlike the case with re-inspections.

Introduction
The Investigations mandate of the PAAB is contained in
Sections 21, 26 and 27 of the PAA Act. A number of matters
contained in these sections relate to operations of the
Investigations department, namely misconduct of registered
members (RAA NAM), Material Irregularity reporting and the
conducting of investigations into complaints of misconduct
against RAAs. The overarching objective of investigations is
to inspire confidence in Namibia’s audit profession, which
mirrors the strategic organizational mission.
Nhongerai Nemaramba—Manager: Investigations

Background

Procedure for reporting complaints/material irregularities:

The year started with 13 active cases of complaints of alleged
misconduct on the register (carried over from 2020). A total of 7 new
cases were report during the year, to make 20 active cases. By the
end of the year, 12 of these cases were closed (detailed in the
summary following), leaving 8 cases for conclusion in the new year.

Via contact form on our website www.paab.com.na
Via email to the address investigations@paab.com.na
Via post to the address PO Box 11913 Windhoek
Via hand delivery to the Office of the Auditor General, 123 Robert
Mugabe Avenue, Windhoek
All complaints must be submitted in affidavit and be accompanied
by supporting evidence.

Significant Case—PAAB v Hashagen
This first, and to date only case which went for litigation, was that of
one of our members—Mr Hans Hashagen—who stood accused of
misconduct (unethical practice during the conduct of an audit).
Initially, the ICOM had found no prima facie case against Mr
Hashagen and thus dismissed the complaint. The Complainant
however returned with more evidence and was adamant that the
PAAB pursue the matter. The additional evidence convinced the
ICOM to reconsider the matter and consequently to inform Mr
Hashagen that he would be subjected to disciplinary procedures. Mr
Hashagen then approached the High Court for remedy. His case
was dismissed with cost and he subsequently approached the
Supreme Court on appeal. The SC found that the Regulator had
erred in the second instance of pursuing the matter, after having
initially dismissed it. The SC upheld Mr Hashagen’s appeal and
awarded costs against the Regulator. PAAB expects to receive the
taxation bill during 2022.

Summary of Closed Cases

CASE #

NATURE OF COMPLAINT

OUTCOME

1

Probable inappropriate audit opinion issued including
poor application of basic accounting/auditing standards
and or principles by an auditor

Respondent given a suspended warning.

2

Poor service offered including refusal to hand over client
documents by a member leading to legal proceedings

Respondent not charged. Respondent provided reasonable
explanation to refute allegations.

3

Refusal to resign on request and failure to timely provide
for services paid for by client

Respondent not charged, the reasons being that the respondent is
not under the PAAB’s jurisdiction (then and currently) and the
services provided were not of an audit nature

4

Alleged provision of audit services for Estate Agents by
unregistered twelve (12) firms in contravention of
Namibia Estate Agents Act 112 of 1976 and PAAB Act #
51 of 1951 (as amended)

Finding was that one (1) firm is registered with the PAAB and
therefore authorised to provide audit services while no evidence of
provision of audit services was found for the remaining eleven (11)
firms for periods investigated.

5

Withdrawal from tendered compilation of annual financial
statements and related services by PAAB registered
audit firm resulting in complainant’s suspension from his
job and incurrence of related legal costs

Respondent not charged. There was no misconduct in audit firm’s
actions. Audit firm acted within their rights and formally withdrew
from the assignment.

6

Failure to provide agreed and paid for services

Respondent not charged.
The issue was resolved eventually amicably between respondent
and complainant and confirmed by complainant.

7

Alleged bias in forensic investigation

Respondent not charged.
Supreme Court handed out judgement against the PAAB on 5
August 2021 due to procedural mistakes by the PAAB in handling
the complaint. Respondent awarded costs against the PAAB.

8

Alleged bias in attending to duties as Trustee and
executor of an Estate

Respondent not charged. Respondent provided reasonable
explanations to refute allegations.

9

Alleged bias in executing audit resulting in un-necessary
additional costs for client and ultimately increased
revenue for auditor

Respondent not charged. Respondent provided reasonable
explanations to refute allegations.

10

Alleged failure to detect and report material irregularity/
fraudulent/corrupt transfer relating to a lump sum of
funds from a government of Namibia ministry to a
company owned by the ministry in the audit of the
company.

Respondent not charged. Respondent provided reasonable
explanations to refute allegations

11

Alleged Breach of confidentiality, failure to complete audit
in a timely manner, refusal to share a legal opinion and
inadequate knowledge of client industry

Respondent not charged. Respondent provided reasonable
explanations to refute allegations

12

Alleged refusal by respondent to allow publishing
(making the report public) of an independent audit report
for an Urban Land Servicing project of a Municipality.

Respondent not charged. Respondent acted within his rights as
agreed with Municipality and provided reasonable explanations to
refute allegations

Material Irregularity
In the performance of statutory audits, auditors from time to time
come across irregularities in the way their clients conduct their
business. These irregularities could relate to non-compliance or
contravention of relevant laws, tax issues or even matters related to
the going concern of the business. These irregularities could have
negative effects on the future of the business and will be a concern
for shareholders, the public and other stakeholders of the business.
The PAA Act puts a duty on auditors to report these irregularities to
the PAAB. PAAB has the duty to forward the reports received from
auditors, to relevant authorities; be it the Attorney General, Namibia
Revenue Agency (NamRA), BIPA, or even creditors of the
concerned company.
Of note is the fact that the PAAB’s mandate ends when the material
irregularity has been reported to the relevant authorities.
The table below is a summary of the Material Irregularities received
and forwarded by the PAAB during the year ended 31 December
2021.
Material
Irregularity
Reference

Date reported to
Relevant Authority

Material Irregularity Summary

MI2021/01

12/04/2021

Non payment of Pay As You Earn (PAYE) to Namibia Revenue Agency (NamRA)

MI2021/02

27/07/2021

Non- submission of correct VAT returns and suspicious material payments leading to
significant financial losses due to poor financial and other controls

MI2021/03

08/10/2021

Probable VAT and Income Tax Evasion

MI2021/04

16/11/2021

Probable VAT and Income Tax Evasion

PUBLIC WARNING

MISREPRESENTATION AS EXTERNAL AUDITORS
It has come to the attention of the Public Accountants’ and Auditors’ Board (the
PAAB) that there have been incidences of various organisations/firms/
individuals fraudulently misrepresenting themselves as external auditors to the
public.
According to the Public Accountants’ and Auditors’ Act No. 51 of 1951 (as
amended), it is a criminal offence for an individual not registered with the
PAAB to engage in public practice as an external auditor or hold himself/
herself out as an external auditor in public practice or use any designation or
description likely to create the impression that he/she is an external auditor in
public practice.
The public is therefore warned not to use the services of unregistered persons.
Always confirm the registration of a purported external auditor before engaging
their services.
Registration may be confirmed directly with the PAAB ONLY, via email to
secretariat@paab.com.na
Any complaints against persons misrepresenting themselves as registered
external auditors may be forwarded to investigations@paab.com.na

Introduction
The main duties of the Finance & Administration department
include financial accounting, monthly and quarterly financial
reporting, and producing annual financial statements. In
addition, the department facilitates the completion of external
audits, the integration of strategic budgeting, budgetary
control, treasury management, revenue billing and recovery,
tax compliance, contract management, procurement,
document control and archiving, office security, general
maintenance, insurance, and the control of fixed assets.
Martha Shiimi—Manager: Finance & Administration

Key Activities
The department facilitated the successful completion of the 2021
Annual Financial Statements and the 2022 Budget, ensuring the
PAAB’s continued compliance with relevant laws and regulations.
Furthermore, the department reviewed the policies for which it is the
custodian in order to ensure continuous improvement in its activities.
Significant time was invested in implementing the PAAB’s internal
operations controls that will contribute to enhancing operational
efficiency when successfully concluded.
The department also played a central role in the recruitment process
of the newly appointed Manager Inspection and Finance Clerk. The
department also finalized the implementation of the Performance
Management Policy and ensure the performance and development
system supports and maintains a culture of learning, innovation,
leadership, and accountability for outcomes. The policy will support
the achievement of enhanced leadership and performance
management across the PAAB. Finally, the department was
involved in sourcing funding for the PAAB from the Ministry of
Finance.

Georgina van Rooyen—Finance Clerk

Looking Ahead
The department will focus on designing an internal control system
that will assist the PAAB with achieving its objectives by
systematically reviewing internal control processes. It does so by
applying a risk-based approach to establish the adequacy of the
design and operational effectiveness of internal controls as well as
risk management and governance processes.
The department will continue to contribute to the ongoing
development of the Regulator’s work culture by facilitating and
coordinating the innovation drive, funding requirements, acquisition
of an office building, and implementation of the integrated system for
support divisions.

Ebenesia Tjitunga—Cleaner

Financial Snapshot

General queries

secretariat@paab.com.na

Office of the Head of Secretariat

lriddles@paab.com.na

Finance and Administration

mshiimi@paab.com.na

Membership and Training

mkaisifestus@paab.com.na

Administrative Officer

admin@paab.com.na

Investigations

investigations@paab.com.na

Quality Assurance

inspections@paab.com.na

Vacancies

hr@paab.com.na

